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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 
EASTERN DIVISION 

 
MICHAEL L. SHAKMAN, et al.,   ) 
       ) 
   Plaintiffs,   ) 
       ) Case Number: 69 C 2145 
  v.     )  
       ) Judge Edmond E. Chang 
CLERK OF COOK COUNTY, et al.,   ) Mag. Judge Gabriel Fuentes  
       ) 
   Defendants.   ) 
       ) 
 

INTERIM REPORT OF THE COMPLIANCE ADMINISTRATOR 
FOR THE CLERK OF COOK COUNTY 

 
Cardelle B. Spangler, County Clerk Compliance Administrator (“CCCA”)1, by and 

through her attorney, Matthew D. Pryor, pursuant to the Memorandum Opinion and Order 

filed on April 17, 2020 (the “Appointment Order”), submits this Interim Report: 

I. Introduction  

Since the CCCA’s appointment, the Clerk has run afoul of the Appointment Order 

and her Policy Manual when hiring (or attempting to hire) for the Shakman Non-Exempt 

Director of Training and Professional Development (“Director of Training”) Position. 

While its recent effort to fill this position was the focus of an Investigation Report by the 

Clerk’s Deputy Chief of Staff and Labor Counsel (“Deputy COS”) – and is the focus of 

this Interim Report – the previous noncompliant hiring is important for context.  

The first time the Clerk violated the Appointment Order when hiring a Director of 

Training was in August 2020 when she used the Exempt Hiring Policy to fill the Position 

 
1 “CCCA” hereinafter shall refer to the County Clerk Compliance Administrator and/or her staff. 
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despite the Position not being included on the 1991 Exempt List. See CCCA’s Second 

Report (Dkt. 7298) (filed on Feb. 6, 2021) at 8-9. At the February 25, 2021 Status Hearing, 

this Court reiterated that the Clerk was prohibited from “hiring an employee into an exempt 

position without prior court approval if they’re not on the ’91 list.” Dkt. 7323 at 27:6-30:8. 

Present for the hearing were, inter alia: the Chief of Staff (“COS”); Deputy COS; and Chief 

Ethics Officer and Legal Counsel (“Chief Ethics Officer”).2  

On April 12, 2021, the Clerk filed a Motion to Amend the Exempt List (Dkt. 7375) 

to add, inter alia, the Director of Training Position. Id. at 16-17. The Court ultimately 

denied the motion with respect to that Position on August 11, 2021. See Dkt. 7541. During 

the pendency of this Motion, the Clerk attempted to use the Exempt Hiring Process to fill 

the Non-Exempt Position but ultimately withdrew the proposed hire after the CCCA 

reminded the Deputy Clerk of HR the position was not on a Court-approved Exempt List. 

See CCCA’s Third Report to the Court (Dkt. 7526) at 12-13. The Clerk’s outside Counsel 

explained the erroneous attempt simply as an internal “misunderstanding.” See July 6, 2021 

Hr’g Tr. (Dkt. 7501) at 15:13-18.  

The CCCA detailed in her December 15, 2021 Fourth Report to the Court (the 

“Fourth Report”) (Dkt. 7709) her concern that the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s disclosure 

of her knowledge of an Applicant for the Position, the same individual the Clerk attempted 

to hire as Exempt in June 2021 (“Applicant A”), lacked transparency, and the Chief Ethics 

Officer’s inquiry into the same was not thorough. Id at 17-18. The CCCA detailed that, 

 
2 Neither the COS nor Deputy COS needed reminding of the limitations surrounding Exempt hiring 
as they had been closely involved in the Shakman prohibitions concerning Exempt versus Non-
Exempt hiring processes since 2013 and 2014, respectively, when they joined the administration of 
then-Recorder of Deeds, Karen Yarbrough, whose office was under Shakman monitoring. 
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after outlining her concerns to the Clerk’s Office3, the CCCA and the Deputy COS agreed 

to engage in a joint investigation into the matter and that, at the conclusion of that 

investigation, the Deputy COS would issue a report on behalf of the Clerk with any findings 

and recommendations (the “Clerk Report”). Id.  

II. The Clerk Report4  

On January 19, 2022, the Deputy COS issued the Clerk Report to the COS. See Ex. 

A. In the Clerk Report, the Deputy COS found that: (1) the former Deputy Clerk of HR 

violated the Clerk’s Policy Manual by making false statements to the Chief Ethics Officer 

during a Conflict of Interest (“COI”) inquiry; (2) the former Deputy Clerk of HR violated 

the Manual by failing to self-identify her COI with Applicant A and recuse herself 

immediately from the hiring process; (3) “the Office” violated the Manual’s Non-Exempt 

General Hiring Process when it “held a meeting” with Applicant A months before the 

posting in an attempt to fill the Non-Exempt Position by using the Exempt Hiring Process; 

(4) the Director of HR had no obligation under the Manual’s COI policy to inform the 

Chief Ethics Officer of her prior knowledge of Applicant A; and (5) Applicant A provided 

“patently false” information about her prior contacts with the former Deputy Clerk of HR 

during her investigatory interview. Clerk Report at 17-21. Based on these findings, the 

Deputy COS recommended the Clerk: (1) discipline the former Deputy Clerk of HR with 

 
3 The CCCA outlined the concerns in an October 21, 2021 email to the Deputy COS. Prior to 
sending the email, CCCA Counsel discussed the CCCA’s concerns with the Deputy COS. During 
that call, the Deputy COS said he shared many of the CCCA’s concerns with the Deputy Clerk of 
HR’s actions during the Conflict of Interest analysis. He also said there were ongoing discussions 
about potentially terminating the Deputy Clerk of HR for work performance issues. 
4 The CCCA provided a draft copy to the Clerk’s Office for review and comment. The Clerk, in 
turn, provided the CCCA with feedback and a draft Response to the Interim Report. The CCCA 
subsequently made certain edits to this Interim Report and offered to discuss the edits with the 
Clerk’s Office. The Clerk declined the offer. 
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a major cause infraction5; (2) amend the Manual to prohibit the Clerk from having 

“meetings or other communications with candidates for Exempt positions at the CCCO 

unless the position is actually included on the approved Exempt List” or with the approval 

of Plaintiffs’ Counsel; and (3) disqualify Applicant A from further consideration for the 

Director of Training position. Id. at 22.  

The CCCA submits this Interim Report as she has significant concerns with the 

Clerk Report. First, several facts included in the Report contain material inaccuracies or 

misrepresentations. Second, several key facts learned from witness interviews and 

documents were omitted from the Report.6 Third, the Deputy COS’ finding that the COI 

Policy did not require the Director of HR to disclose her knowledge of Applicant A was 

erroneous. Fourth, despite the Deputy COS’, the COS’s and the Clerk’s extensive 

familiarity with the process (and prohibitions) of filling Non-Exempt Positions, the 

findings and recommendations shielded current senior management from any substantive 

accountability for the policy violations that occurred – instead placing all blame on the 

former Deputy Clerk of HR and Applicant A. Based on these concerns, the Clerk’s internal 

checks aimed at identifying and reporting Shakman non-compliance fall far short of the 

durable remedy required in the Appointment Order and require additional safeguards.  

III. Critical Mischaracterizations and Omissions from the Clerk Report 
 

The significant mischaracterizations and omissions in the Clerk Report that require 

 
5 After making this recommendation, the Deputy COS noted, “With this said, the former Deputy 
Clerk of HR is no longer employed by the CCCO so any disciplinary matter arising out of the facts 
set forth in this report is moot.” Id. at 22.  
6 The CCCA can speak to these omitted facts as her staff sat in on all interviews conducted by, and 
reviewed the same documentation as, the Deputy COS during the investigation. 
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correction are: 

• The Clerk Report details (at 13) that, after the Chief Ethics Officer recused the 
former Deputy Clerk of HR and replaced her with the Director of HR, the Director of HR 
recognized Applicant A’s name and disclosed her knowledge to the Chief Ethics Officer 
in an in-person conversation. The Chief Ethics Officer in turn, “indicated that he would 
have to investigate the matter.” The Clerk Report then includes the summary that “[t]he 
Director of Human Resources stated that there were no follow-ups about her disclosure 
that she previously met Applicant A at the interview.” This is a mischaracterization. While 
the Director of HR said that there were no follow up emails between she and the Chief 
Ethics Officer, she said that, in person, the Chief Ethics Officer directed her to halt the 
facilitation of the hiring process until hearing from him, and “a week and a half, two-weeks 
later,” again in person, authorized her to continue overseeing the hiring process. The 
Director of HR said she then validated applicant resumes pursuant to the Manual and 
provided her results to the Deputy COS.7  

 
• The Clerk Report notes (at 8) that Applicant A disclosed that “she had a meeting” 

with the Clerk “and others,” an event that Applicant A described “as a formal interview.” 
This formal interview is characterized in 44 out of the remaining 47 references in the Clerk 
Report as a “meeting.” This is a mischaracterization as most references in the investigatory 
interviews, including characterizations by the Deputy COS and the witnesses themselves, 
describe Applicant A’s June 2 interview as just that, an interview. For example, the former 
Deputy Clerk of HR stated that after Applicant A emailed the former Deputy Clerk of HR 
her resume, “I set up the interview.” Similarly, the Director of HR said that the former 
Deputy Clerk of HR “presented [Applicant A] to the Clerk and myself, and the Chief 
Deputy Clerk for interview.” Critically, as noted above, Applicant A described it as a 
formal interview and detailed that she received a copy of the job description at the outset 
of the interview, and her experience and qualifications were discussed during the interview.  
 

• In reference to the Clerk’s erroneous attempt to hire Applicant A as Exempt in June 
2021, the former Deputy Clerk of HR is described as having “stated that the only reason 
she reached out to (Applicant A) was because she believed that the Director of Training 
position was an Exempt position.” Clerk Report at 10. The Clerk Report omits why the 
former Deputy Clerk of HR stated she believed that the Position was Exempt. She said 
during her investigatory interview that both the Clerk and the COS explicitly told her in 
separate conversations that the Director of Training position was Exempt and could be 
filled without a competitive process because that is how the incumbent was hired.8 

 
• The summary of the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s interview (at 9-11) omits her 

statement that, on the same day of her initial email exchange with the Chief Ethics Officer 
regarding a potential COI involving Applicant A, the Chief Ethics Officer came to her 
office to discuss a separate matter. During this exchange, the former Deputy Clerk of HR 

 
7 The Deputy COS forwarded the CCCA the Director of HR’s 10/27/21 validation results email.  
8 The incumbent also was hired inappropriately as Exempt. See above at 1-2.  
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said she disclosed to the Chief Ethics Officer that she, Clerk Yarbrough, the COS, and the 
Director of HR interviewed Applicant A in June 2021 for the Director of Training Position.  

 
• The Clerk Report (at 10) states that “no documentation was ever provided by [the 

former Deputy Clerk of HR] to corroborate” her statement that the COS directed her to 
move forward with hiring Applicant A as the Director of Training in June 2021. The Clerk 
Report omits the fact that the COS terminated the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s 
employment less than one hour after her October 22 investigatory interview during which 
she stated that the COS directed her to move forward with the hire of Applicant A “24-48” 
hours before her June 24 email to the CCCA. The COS terminated the former Deputy Clerk 
of HR’s employment while she was forwarding the Deputy COS and the CCCA emails 
responsive to requests made during that interview. The Clerk Report included some of the 
text messages provided by Applicant A between her and the former Deputy Clerk of HR, 
including a sequence from June 22 (the same day the Clerk terminated the then-Director of 
Training) where the former Deputy Clerk of HR asked Applicant A whether she had 
“spoken with [the COS]” who was “going to call [Applicant A] today to extend the offer” 
before requesting that Applicant A provide her an updated resume. The Clerk Report, 
however, omitted a text exchange from later that day, where Applicant A texted the former 
Deputy Clerk of HR, “I am so excited to be working for you soon! I’ve accepted the offer 
and can’t wait!” The Deputy Clerk of HR then asked, “when are you starting(?)” Applicant 
A responded, “Not sure when I start yet. I did ask to stay with OUP the week of the 6th. 
The new training coordinator starts that week and the current manager has never worked 
in the office so I want to give them a fighting chance.” As noted in the Clerk Report, 
Applicant A stated in her interview that the offer made to her by the COS was contingent 
on the Position becoming Exempt. In the text messages, however, neither Applicant A nor 
the former Deputy Clerk of HR made any reference to the job offer being conditioned on 
the Position’s Exempt status. These texts seem to have been selectively removed from the 
Clerk Report as the next set of text exchanges between the two were included. To the extent 
the Deputy COS believed the omitted texts noted above were not relevant, the CCCA 
firmly disagrees. In addition, the CCCA is unaware that the Deputy COS followed up with 
the former Deputy Clerk of HR following her discharge to request her personal email or 
personal cell phone communications.  The email and telephone record review performed 
by the Deputy COS was limited to the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s County emails 
(pursuant to agreed upon search terms and reviewed for relevance by the Deputy COS) and 
the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s County-issued telephone logs. The logs, however, 
contained only the amount of text message activity, not the recipient’s phone numbers or 
content of any texts. 
 

• We also note that during the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s investigatory interview, 
the Deputy COS requested the former Deputy Clerk of HR to preserve and provide any 
communications from her work and personal accounts relating to Applicant A and the 
Director of Training hiring sequence. Until the moment she was terminated, the former 
Deputy Clerk of HR was providing correspondence relevant to her investigatory interview. 
The last of this correspondence was provided on October 22 at 4:25 p.m. Around that same 
time, the Deputy COS alerted the CCCA that the COS was terminating the former Deputy 
Clerk of HR. When asked if the Clerk’s urgency to terminate the former Deputy Clerk of 
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HR concerned the investigation, the Deputy COS said it did not, but rather was for 
performance reasons, and the “last straw” was her errors approving discipline for 
employees who allegedly violated the COVID Vaccination Policy when they had, in fact, 
complied. As noted above (see above at FN 3,) the Deputy COS previewed to the CCCA 
on October 21 that the Clerk was considering terminating the former Deputy Clerk of HR. 
However, it is hard to reconcile the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s termination the following 
day, occurring so quickly after her investigatory interview, as mere coincidence.  

 
• The Clerk Report omits a relevant conversation the Chief Ethics Officer stated he 

had with the Deputy COS while conducting the COI inquiry of the former Deputy Clerk of 
HR. The Chief Ethics Officer said that, based on the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s initial 
answers to his COI inquiries, he approached the Deputy COS for a “second opinion” on 
whether a COI existed. In this conversation, the Deputy COS not only informed him that 
Applicant A was the same individual the Clerk attempted to hire as Exempt in June 2021, 
but also that Applicant A had interviewed with the former Deputy Clerk of HR, Clerk 
Yarbrough and the COS prior to the attempted hire, and that the former Deputy Clerk of 
HR had set up the interview. This contrasts with statements the Deputy COS gave during 
the investigation, where he told the CCCA he did not know of the June 2021 interview of 
Applicant A. The Chief Ethics Officer’s statement calls the Deputy COS’ assertion into 
question. Indeed, the Deputy COS attempted to impeach the Chief Ethics Officer during 
his interview by asking “are you sure I told you that?” The CCCA requested that the Deputy 
COS allow the Chief Ethics Officer to speak for himself; the Chief Ethics Officer then 
repeated he was told by the Deputy COS that the June 2021 interview occurred. 

 
• The Clerk Report omits that the Chief Ethics Officer stated in his investigatory 

interview with the Deputy COS that, at the conclusion of his COI inquiry, he believed the 
former Deputy Clerk of HR “had lied to me” in her responses to the COI inquiry. Despite 
holding this belief, the Chief Ethics Officer said he neither memorialized this concern in 
his written COI determination, initiated a follow-up investigation, nor initiated discipline 
against the former Deputy Clerk of HR. Rather, he relayed his concerns orally to the COS 
who said he “would pass the information along” to Clerk Yarbrough. The Chief Ethics 
Officer did not hear back on the matter, nor did he follow up.  
 
IV. Erroneous Findings and Recommendations in the Clerk Report 

 
A. The Deputy COS did not examine critical discrepancies between the Director 

of HR’s and the Chief Ethics Officer’s accounts of her COI disclosure  
 

In the Clerk Report, the Deputy COS omits important statements from the Director 

of HR and the Chief Ethics Officer regarding what happened after the Chief Ethics Officer 

removed the former Deputy Clerk of HR from the Director of Training hiring sequence. In 

so doing, the Deputy COS avoids both having to find that the Chief Ethics Officer fell short 
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of the reporting duties assigned to him in the COI Policy and/or having to conclude that 

either the Director of HR or the Chief Ethics Officer provided him false information in 

their investigatory interviews.  

At issue was what happened after the Chief Ethics Officer removed the former 

Deputy Clerk of HR from the Director of Training hiring sequence. The Director of HR 

stated in her investigatory interview that, after the former Deputy of HR’s removal: (1) she 

had an in-person conversation with the Chief Ethics Officer where she disclosed that she, 

Clerk Yarbrough, the COS and the former Deputy Clerk of HR had previously interviewed 

Applicant A for the Director of Training position; (2) the Chief Ethics Officer told her to 

hold off on validating applications until receiving the “go-ahead” from him; and (3) she 

received that go-ahead approximately two weeks later, and acted upon it by validating the 

applications for the Position. See above at 5. The Chief Ethics Officer’s recollection was 

much different. In his first (of two) investigatory interviews, he said he did not recall 

whether he engaged in any COI analysis regarding the Director of HR but posited that had 

he known she participated in a previous interview of Applicant A, he would have conducted 

a COI analysis. In his second interview, required in large part to clarify the discrepancies 

between the Chief Ethics Officer’s statements in his first interview and the Director of 

HR’s statements in her interview, the Chief Ethics Officer (1) repeated that he did not recall 

the Director of HR telling him about a prior interview with Applicant A; (2) said he never 

told her to hold off on advancing the hiring sequence while he looked into the matter; and 

(3) said that, because he never told her to hold off on the hiring process, he never later gave 

her approval to resume the process.   

Clearly both accounts cannot be true. Either the Director of HR disclosed her prior 
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interview of Applicant A to the Chief Ethics Officer – or she did not. Either the Chief 

Ethics Officer told her to hold off on the hiring process until he could investigate the 

potential COI – or he did not. To be clear, this is not a circumstance where two people 

simply have differing perspectives of a single event. The Director of HR stated she held 

off on facilitating the Position pursuant to the instructions from the Chief Ethics Officer, 

instructions the Chief Ethics Officer says, “never happened.” The Director of HR also 

stated that she received the go-ahead from the Chief Ethics Officer approximately two 

weeks later, another event the Chief Ethics Officer says, “never happened.” In addition, 

relevant correspondence on the veracity of the statements made was produced through the 

investigation. The Director of HR stated that “within a week” after the September 30, 2021 

expiration of the Director of Training posting, she disclosed her participation in the June 

interview of Applicant A to, and was told to hold off on facilitating the posting by, the 

Chief Ethics Officer. An October 11, 2021 email exchange between the Director of HR, 

the former Deputy Clerk of HR and the Deputy COS indicates that the Director of HR was 

in fact, recused from the hiring process at that time. In the exchange, the former Deputy 

Clerk of HR responded to a question from the Deputy COS regarding the Director of 

Training Applicant List as follows: “[The Director of HR] and I are recused for now.”  

The Director of HR also stated in her interview that after receiving the go-ahead 

from the Chief Ethics Officer, she proceeded to review the applications and provided her 

results to the Deputy COS. Those results (which include Applicant A listed as eligible) 

were provided to the Deputy COS in an October 27 email. This, along with the October 11 

email, aligns with the Director of HR’s contention that she was recused, received the go-

ahead approximately two weeks later, and then acted upon it.  
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Given this evidence, and the firmness of each of their statements, the accounts of 

the Director of HR and the Chief Ethics Officer cannot both be true.  The truth is important 

for several reasons. First, if the Director of HR reported her participation in the prior 

interview of Applicant A as a potential COI to the Chief Ethics Officer, he was required, 

in writing, to “determine whether the relationship rises to the level of a Conflict of Interest 

and what restrictions (if any) shall be placed on the Employee’s continued involvement in 

the Employment Action,” and copy the CCCA. See Manual § IV.D.9.9 However, the Chief 

Ethics Officer said he never conducted this review, and certainly never provided a written 

determination as required. Second, if the Director of HR never reported the prior interview 

to the Chief Ethics Officer, she could be found to have been in dereliction of her duty to 

report prior knowledge of an Applicant under the COI Policy. Id. Finally, employees are 

prohibited from making false statements or misrepresentations during investigations and 

risk suspension or termination if found to have done so. See Clerk Report at 22. Given the 

Chief Ethics Officer and the Director of HR provided two contrasting sets of statements 

(that cannot be reconciled) about the same issue, one likely provided false information. 

Rather than thoroughly present the conflicting accounts and make a credibility 

determination, the Deputy COS instead includes an obscure summary and notes there was 

“an inconsistency” between the Director of HR’s and the Chief Ethics Officer’s statements 

but dismisses the issue altogether because he found [erroneously] that the Director of HR’s 

prior interview of Applicant A would not have required reporting to the Chief Ethics 

Officer anyway. See Clerk Report at 20. The issue here was not whether the disclosure was 

 
9 While the Director of HR’s stated in-person disclosure was not compliant with Manual Section 
IV.D.9 (because it was not in writing), the Chief Ethics Officer’s obligations under the Manual to 
make a written determination were nonetheless triggered. Id.  
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necessary, the issue was whether it occurred. By concluding instead that the disclosure was 

not required, the Deputy COS avoids having to make a credibility determination, thus 

sparing at least one high-ranking Clerk employee from potentially serious disciplinary 

action. 

B. The Deputy COS erred in finding that the Director of HR was not required to 
disclose her prior interview of Applicant A to the Chief Ethics Officer  
 

  The Deputy COS’ conclusion that the Director of HR’s participation in a prior 

interview of Applicant A did not require disclosure under the COI policy is incorrect. 

“Conflict of Interest” is defined as “[a] situation in which impartiality and judgment may 

be compromised or may appear to be compromised because of an actual or potential 

inconsistency between a person’s self-interest and their professional or public interest.” 

Manual at 2. As noted in the Clerk Report, the Manual requires that if “an Employee who 

is materially involved with a Hiring process or decision realizes that they has [sic] a 

potential [COI]” they must immediately notify the Chief Ethics Officer in writing.” Id., § 

IV.D.9 (emphasis added). Thus, it is the responsibility of the Employee to disclose if they 

might have a COI, not to determine that they definitively have a COI and then disclose it. 

That scenario is governed by language from Section III.Z.4 of the Manual (and quoted in 

the Clerk Report), requiring Employees who independently identify they have a COI to 

immediately recuse themselves from the relevant Employment Action (hiring or other) and 

inform the Chief Ethics Officer of the same. On the other hand, whether a potential COI 

rises to an actual COI is solely determined by the Chief Ethics Officer, in writing. Id., § 

IV.D.9. While there is no specific definition of a “Potential COI” in the Manual, Section 

IV.D.18.b.(iii) provides guidance, requiring that interview panelists “disclose to the Chief 

Ethics Officer if they know any Candidates in any way.” (emphasis added) 
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 Here, the Director of HR’s knowledge of Applicant A was significant and clearly 

required reporting. She sat alongside Clerk Yarbrough, the COS and the former Deputy 

Clerk of HR in an interview of Applicant A for the very same position (Director of 

Training) to which Applicant A was now reapplying. She knew her direct supervisor (the 

former Deputy Clerk of HR) both was former co-workers with Applicant A and had 

introduced her to the Clerk as a potential Exempt hire for the Director of Training position. 

She knew the Clerk selected Applicant A to fill the position. Finally, she knew the only 

reason Applicant A was not hired was because the CCCA intervened. It is not difficult to 

see how the Director of HR’s “impartiality and judgment may be compromised or may 

appear to be compromised” in carrying out an objective hiring sequence (the public’s 

interest) when she already knows the exact Applicant her superiors, including Clerk 

Yarbrough and the former Deputy Clerk of HR, wanted to hire for the position and her job 

security (personal interest) may be tied to advancing that same Candidate in the hiring 

sequence. The Director of HR, herself, apparently agreed that reporting her knowledge of 

Applicant A was required as she claimed to have done so to the Chief Ethics Officer. The 

Chief Ethics Officer agreed that reporting was required as he said in his investigatory 

interview that (1) had he known the Director of HR participated in the interview of 

Applicant A, he would have conducted a COI analysis and (2) that “it’s possible” that the 

Director of HR’s sole participation in an interview with Applicant A (with no other factors 

present) might constitute a COI as she “may have already pre-judged” Applicant A.  

Somehow the Deputy COS arrives at a different conclusion, and it was not even a 

“close call.” Clerk Report at 21. His support for this conclusion is minimal: “meeting a 

person on a single occasion, even if intended to assess that person’s credentials, does not 
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create a duty to report such a prior encounter.” Id. Again, the Deputy COS answers a 

question that is not in front of him. This is not a situation where an employee had a 

“meeting” with a person “to assess that person’s credentials,” as he describes. Rather, the 

Director of HR participated in a formal interview of this Applicant with the Clerk herself, 

the COS, (the Director of HR’s former boss), and the Director of HR’s then-direct 

supervisor, the former Deputy Clerk of HR, and which resulted in an offer of employment. 

The Director of HR’s prior knowledge of and experience with Applicant A rose far above 

the bar of “knowing any Candidates in any way” (which triggers reporting by interviewers); 

the assertion that it was not even a “close call” strains credulity.  

C. The Deputy COS’s recommendation to amend the Manual to prohibit Clerk 
staff from having meetings or other communications with Applicants for Non-
Exempt Positions outside the Manual’s established processes is superfluous 
and obscures accountability for senior management  

 
In examining the propriety of the interview with Applicant A, the Deputy COS 

shielded current Clerk senior management from accountability by (1) omitting key 

information regarding guidance the former Deputy Clerk of HR allegedly received from 

Clerk Yarbrough and the COS on the Exempt status of the Director of Training position 

and (2) framing the circumstances of the erroneous attempted hire in general terms that 

avoided specifying accountability for the improper conduct. The use of broad descriptions 

for the information he did include allowed the Deputy COS to attach his recommendations 

to the “Clerk’s Office” as a whole and avoid declaring culpability for the Clerk and specific 

members of senior management. Further, his recommended hiring policy edits only seem 

to restate what is already prohibited by the Clerk’s Manual.  

The Deputy COS omitted the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s statement that she was 

explicitly told by Clerk Yarbrough and the COS that the Director of Training position was 
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Exempt. See above at 5-6. The Deputy Clerk of HR, who had only been in her Position for 

a matter of weeks when she contacted Applicant A to gauge her interest in the Director of 

Training position, stated that she was basing her actions on the guidance and authority 

delivered from Clerk Yarbrough and the COS. In his report, the Deputy COS neither 

included this statement, nor assessed the credibility of any of the former Deputy Clerk of 

HR’s other assertions from her interview. The failure to include this statement and examine 

its relevance potentially minimizes the involvement of the Clerk and the COS in the attempt 

to use the Exempt hiring process to hire Applicant A. Further, to determine whether the 

erroneous hire attempt was a result of a “miscommunication” as characterized by the 

Clerk’s outside Counsel, it is important to understand what was communicated to the 

Deputy Clerk of HR in the first place. The Clerk Report does not include any detail in that 

regard. It is possible that instead of a miscommunication, the former Deputy Clerk of HR 

was simply doing what was asked of her. While the Deputy COS expressed to the CCCA 

after the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s interview that he generally did not find her to be 

credible, he did not examine in the Clerk Report which of her statements were not credible. 

Given the recency of the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s hire, what she was specifically 

informed of and directed to do by her superiors is important information to detail.   

Instead, the Deputy COS reviewed generally “whether the Office violated the 

Policy Manual when it held a meeting with Applicant A.” Clerk Report at 19. The question 

was not whether “the Office” violated the Manual, but whether Clerk Yarbrough, the COS, 

the Director of HR and the former Deputy Clerk of HR, specifically, violated the Manual 

when they interviewed Applicant A in June 2021. As detailed above, the Deputy COS 

dilutes the importance of this interview by categorizing it throughout the Clerk Report as 
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a “meeting.” See above at 5. The characterization of the interview as a meeting is not 

meaningless wordsmithing. It conveys an air of informality that an interview obviously 

does not. Interviews have defined requirements within the Manual applicable to the hiring 

processes for any non-Exempt Position. Quite obviously, conducting an interview outside 

of these parameters for a Non-Exempt Position is a clear violation of the Manual – which 

the Deputy COS concluded.  

Using the gentle verbiage “the Office” and “a meeting” seemingly forms the 

baseline for the recommendation that the Clerk’s Office amend the Exempt Hiring Process 

to “include a provision that prohibits having meetings or other communications with 

candidates for Exempt positions at the CCCO unless the position is actually included on 

the approved Exempt List…” Clerk Report at 22. While the Deputy COS finds that “the 

meeting” and attempted hire of Applicant A as Exempt violated the Manual, his 

recommended corrective action is ineffective. An “Exempt Position” by definition is one 

“that is included on the approved Exempt List.” Manual at 4. Accordingly, the Clerk is 

already precluded from meeting or having any other communications (that are not 

otherwise specified in the Manual) regarding the potential hire for a position not included 

on the Exempt List. The recommendation serves no purpose other than to infer that some 

gray area exists concerning whether it is appropriate to interview (or meet with) an 

Applicant for a Non-Exempt Position outside of the detailed hiring policies in the Clerk’s 

Manual. No such gray area exists. Clerk Yarbrough, the COS, the former Deputy Clerk of 

HR, and the Director of HR interviewed Applicant A for this Non-Exempt position, and 

Applicant A was offered the Position pursuant to that interview, all while a motion was 

pending with the Court on its Exempt status. There was no misunderstanding about the 
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impropriety of that interview and offer of employment; these actions were clear violations 

of the Manual and Appointment Order.10 The violations should have been stated as such, 

and specifically attached to Clerk Yarbrough, the COS, and the Director of HR, in addition 

to the former Deputy Clerk of HR.  

D. The Chief Ethics Officer’s actions in conducting the Conflict of Interest review 
of the former Deputy Clerk of HR lacked transparency      
 

As detailed above, the Clerk Report omitted that the Chief Ethics Officer said that 

during his COI inquiry, he approached the Deputy COS for a “second opinion” on the COI 

analysis and was provided details of the June 2021 interview of Applicant A, and the former 

Deputy Clerk of HR said she provided the details of the interview to the Chief Ethics 

Officer. See above at 5-7. The Chief Ethics Officer also stated that, after learning of the 

interview from the Deputy COS, the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s answers to his COI 

inquiry questions led him to conclude she lied to him. He then decided to address that 

matter discretely with the COS, rather than question the former Deputy Clerk of HR further 

or initiate discipline proceedings, both of which would have required notice to the CCCA. 

Taken together, the Chief Ethics Officer’s actions display a lack of transparency.  

First, the Clerk Report did not include the COI-related deliberative discussions the 

Chief Ethics Officer had separately with the Deputy COS and Deputy Clerk of HR, nor did 

it include that those deliberations took place without providing the required notice to the 

CCCA.  The COI policy requires “[t]he Chief Ethics Officer or Deputy Clerk of HR/Deputy 

Chief of Staff and Labor Counsel will ensure that the CCCA is provided the opportunity to 

 
10 The Appointment Order dictates that, “Pending approval of any new list, the County Clerk may 
not hire persons as (Exempt) employees for positions which are not on the 1991 List of Exempt 
Positions without prior court approval.” For the sake of expediency, the Court has allowed Positions 
to be filled as Exempt prior to official Court approval where the Clerk, Plaintiffs and CCCA have 
all agreed the Position qualifies as Exempt. Director of Training was not one of these Positions.  
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monitor all deliberations concerning a potential Conflict of Interest…” See Manual § 

D.10.11 As the Chief Ethics Officer, Deputy Clerk of HR and Deputy COS all had 

deliberative discussions concerning the COI without notification to the CCCA, none 

complied with the CCCA reporting requirements in the Manual. 

The CCCA is also concerned with the Chief Ethics Officer’s response to the Deputy 

Clerk of HR’s statements during his COI analysis. The CCCA relayed concerns with the 

initial COI inquiry to the Clerk, in part, because the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s 

statements were inconsistent on their face, and it did not appear the Chief Ethics Officer 

sought to examine whether she was being truthful. However, during his investigatory 

interview, the Chief Ethics Officer confirmed he had the same concerns about the former 

Deputy Clerk of HR’s veracity in real-time yet decided against documenting his concerns 

and the actions he took in furtherance. When the former Deputy Clerk of HR said during 

the COI inquiry that she attempted to hire Applicant A earlier but did not have any contacts 

with her in the process of doing so – a fact the Chief Ethics Officer knew to be false – the 

Chief Ethics Officer did not challenge her despite later telling the Deputy COS and CCCA 

that the former Deputy Clerk of HR’s false statement “sent [him] over the edge” and made 

him realize he “needed to take further action at that point.” He did not question her further 

or initiate discipline for providing false information. Rather, he raised his concerns directly 

– and solely – with the COS. At a minimum, the Chief Ethics Officer committed a 

significant error in judgment by keeping any examination of the former Deputy Clerk of 

HR’s falsehoods out of the record of a Non-Exempt hiring sequence (and outside the 

 
11 The Amended Manual was not in effect at the time. However, as the Clerk’s existing Manual did 
not contain an Actively Recruited process, the Clerk agreed to abide by the draft Actively Recruited 
process to govern the hiring sequence for Director of Training. The draft Actively Recruited process 
invoked the COI provisions contained in the General Hiring Process, cited here.  
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CCCA’s monitoring) and instead deferring action to the COS. At worst, he intentionally 

kept that information out of the record, did not initiate discipline against an Exempt 

employee whom he believed provided him false information in connection with an 

investigation12, and did not investigate the matter further. His conduct was not consistent 

with “the principles of transparency” required of Clerk employees. See Manual § III.E.  

 Finally, we note that, only after the CCCA engaged with the Clerk on October 21 

via a courtesy call to preview the imminent memo that outlined her concerns with the 

former Deputy Clerk of HR’s answers to the Chief Ethics Officer and his examination of 

the same, see Ex. B., did the Clerk detail any concern with the matter. The CCCA suspects 

that had she not broached the issue, no further investigation or action would have occurred. 

Indeed, the Deputy COS noted in the introduction to the Clerk Report that “[a]s a result of 

the information received from the CCCA, I opened an investigation on behalf of the Cook 

County Clerk’s Office.” While the CCCA cannot know for certain whether the Clerk’s 

Office would have initiated an investigation into the alleged false statements by the former 

Deputy Clerk of HR on its own accord, it is clear it only did so “as a result of” the CCCA 

raising the issue with the Clerk’s Office. Accordingly, the CCCA disagrees with the Deputy 

COS’ assertion at the March 1, 2022 Status Hearing that the issues resulting in the joint 

investigation were “discovered because of our implementation of current policies . . . So, 

you know, if the policies are being followed, that is certainly, you know, a strong, you 

 
12 The scope of the Discipline Policy within the Manual “does not apply to probationary or Shakman 
Exempt Employees. Such Employees may receive Discipline, however; the Clerk need not follow 
the steps detailed below when issuing discipline.” This language exists to ensure that Exempt 
Employees do not enjoy all the procedural protections afforded within the Discipline Policy, not to 
provide a mechanism to shield them from discipline altogether – especially when concerning 
wrongdoing in connection with a Non-Exempt Employment Action and/or providing false 
information during an investigation into the same. 
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know, indicator that we’re going to be able to identify these instances of noncompliance 

and remedy them going forward.” Mar. 1, 2022 Hr’g Tr. (Dkt. 7832) at 36:3-16. To the 

contrary, the Clerk’s COI analysis not only failed to uncover the significant noncompliance 

present here but served to further obscure it. Solely relying on the Clerk’s internal checks, 

without CCCA intervention, the June 2021 interview of Applicant A likely would have 

remained known to Clerk senior management only, the Director of HR would have 

remained as the facilitator of the Director of Training hiring process, and this Court would 

have remained in the dark on the extent to which the Clerk, COS and others violated the 

Manual by interviewing and attempting to hire Applicant A for a Non-Exempt Position 

without a competitive process. Crucially, the integrity of the posted Director of Training 

hiring sequence would have been fundamentally altered. Applicant A was selected as a hire 

for Director of Training after interviewing with Clerk Yarbrough, the COS, the Director of 

HR and the former Deputy Clerk of HR. The Deputy COS himself finds that, after the 

Clerk’s initial failed attempt to hire Applicant A as Exempt, the former Deputy Clerk of 

HR tailored the Director of Training public posting to benefit Applicant A. Clerk Report 

at 19. All the factors detailed above suggest that were it not for the CCCA, Applicant A 

would still be a Candidate in the Non-Exempt hiring sequence – to the detriment of all 

other Candidates. Additionally, the falsehoods that the former Deputy Clerk of HR told to 

obscure her knowledge of Applicant A may not have been examined, and she may have 

never been held accountable for them. The Chief Ethics Officer had the information 

available to him to raise these violations transparently and in real-time but failed to do so. 

As a result, this Non-Exempt hiring sequence would likely have been compromised were 

it not for CCCA intervention. This failure demonstrates further the inadequacy of the 
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Clerk’s current internal checks to identify and remedy Shakman non-compliance. 

V. Conclusion 
 

The Clerk Report contains important omissions, mischaracterizations and 

erroneous findings and recommendations. This, combined with the absence of full 

transparency within the Chief Ethics Officer’s COI inquiry and subsequent actions, display 

that that Clerk’s Office lacks the internal checks necessary to identify and remedy Shakman 

violations. This is not surprising. the Deputy COS and the Chief Ethics Officer are both at-

will Employees and do not have the necessary employment protections to reasonably 

expect they would hold Clerk Yarbrough and the COS, or even one another, accountable 

for Shakman violations. The obscuring of the issues and shielding of current senior 

management from specific accountability in the Clerk Report are indicative of this 

dynamic. Accordingly, additional safeguards are necessary.  

First, to address the overall defects of the Clerk’s internal checks, the CCCA repeats 

her prior recommendation that the Clerk hire a Non-Exempt Director of Compliance and 

task that person with independently and objectively investigating potential violations of the 

Manual. Directors of Compliance in other Cook County governmental agencies that have 

been released from – or remain under – court oversight in this matter all have employment 

protections. See, e.g., Employment Plan of the Cook County Assessor’s Office, Ex. C at 

Section E (noting employment protections such as 90 days written notice for involuntary 

termination, notice to the OIIG (and Compliance Administrator) detailing the reasons for 

termination, and review by the OIIG (and Compliance Administrator) to determine whether 

the termination was politically motivated). These protections are aimed to bolster the 

Directors of Compliance’s independence, and it is no coincidence that none of these 
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agencies have achieved relief from oversight without such a position in place.  

Second, to clarify any potential confusion within the Discipline policy, we 

recommend that the Manual be updated to specify that when information becomes 

available that an Exempt Employee has committed a Major Cause Infraction in connection 

with a Non-Exempt Employment Action, including, but not limited to, the falsification of 

employment records or providing false information during an investigation, discipline for 

that conduct is compulsory, with required notice to the CCCA.  

The CCCA hopes that the Clerk will adopt these recommendations as it represents 

the swiftest path to achieving the durable remedy required in the Appointment Order.  

 
 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Cardelle B. Spangler 
 
County Clerk Compliance 

        Administrator  
 
By: /s/ Matthew D. Pryor 
Matthew D. Pryor 

       Her Attorney  
Matthew D. Pryor 
(mpryor@shakmancompliance.com) 
Counsel to the CCCA 
69 West Washington, Suite 830 
Chicago, IL 60602 
Telephone: (312) 603-8911 
Fax: (312) 603-9505 
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Matthew D. Pryor 

Office of the County Clerk 
COMPLIANCE ADMINISTRATOR 
69 West Washington Street, Suite 830 

Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Telephone 312-603-8821 

Counsel, County Clerk Compliance Administrator 
312-603-8911 
mpryor@shakmancompliance.com 

VIA ELECTORNIC MAIL 

-Deputy Chief of Staff and Labor Counsel 
Office of the Cook County Clerk, Karen A. Yarbrough 
- @cookcountyil.gov 

October 21, 2021 

RE: Director of Training and Professional Development Hiring Process 

Dear■, 

We recently monitored an ~ation conducted by Chief Ethics Officer, --into 
whether Deputy Clerk of HR, 1111 .. , had a Conflict of Interest concerning the D~aining 
and Professional Developmen~g process. initiated the inve~ October 1 after 
Deputy - disclosed knowing Candidate, On October 4, -- concluded his 
investig~y recommending Deputy- recuse erself from the hiring sequence. Deputy_ 
accepted the recommendation. As it appears that■- has concluded his review of the matter, we 
wanted to share our impressions of the information pro~y Deputy- regarding this circumstance, 
and■-•s inquiry into the same. As detailed below, we believe ~amment of further information 
is warra':rtenhis matter also involves an in-process hiring sequence so we request a prompt response. 
Accordingly, we are requesting that the contents of this correspondence and the nature of any future inquiry 
remain strictly confidential as we recommend collaboratively investigating the unresolved issues described 
below. 

Background 

The following details the email exchange encompassing Deputy-• initial disclosure andl 
- •s investigation. If information was gathered ~ndence occurred outside of the emru s 
~ below, our office was not made aware of them.11111111' communications are reflected in italics: 

1. On Friday, October 1, at 11:08 a.m. , Deputy- emailed--: I closed an [sic} 
Training position and someone that I've worke~ in the pas~ ist. See attached. 

1 
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a. Deputy- attached a Hiring Process Contact Form, listing the Date of Contact as 
10/1/2021, ano said: I closed the Director of Training ~ sional Development 
posting since the posting closed 9/30/2021 11: 50 p .m. - [sic} name is at the 
top of the list and is a f onner colleague when I worked with the Bureau of 
Administration and. currently works f or the Bureau. of Human Resources. 

2. - replied at 11 :15 a.m.: Did you have contact with - or are you simply 
reportmg a possible conflict of interest.? 

a. Deputy- responded at 11 : 17 a.m.: Possible conflict. 

b. After Deputy - • response, • forwarded the exchange to the CCCA: 
Please see the ~ ed message;i';om - disclosing a possible conflict of 
interest in connection with the Director of Training and Professional Development. 

3. - followed-up with Deputy - at 11 :40 a.m. by asking seven questions, to which 
Deputy- responded at 11 :53 a.m.: 

a. Have you ever socialized with -- outside of work, including interactions on 
evenings or weekends, and, if s~ describe those interactions and provide the 
dates thereof. NO. 

b. Do you consider- to be a friend, and, if so, please explain why. NO. 

c. Have you acquired any information about--• which you believe would assist 
you in determining whether to hire hre, an~describe the information that you 
possess. NO. 

d. Indicate when you last communicated with -- and the nature of that 
communication. I recently ran into - wh~ eading to lunch at the SOI 
building - she was on a walk. Io~ series of books f or her to come see but 
didn't. 

e. Explain your interactions with -- while working at the Bureau of Human 
Resources. - coordinate/'=t:;for me t,vice when I was with the Bureau of 
Administration. 

f At this time, do you have any reason to believe that- would make eitheW!a ood 
hire or a poor hire for the Clerk's office, and, if so~ e those reasons? 
would make a KOOd hire, but that opinion is only based upon participatinK in a. ew qf 
her training sessions. 

g. Do you believe that you have a conflict of interest that would re~ ur removal 
from the interview process, and, why or why not? My contact with - has always 
been purely professional and would continue to be so. 

4. - replied to Deputy- • answers at 1:09 p.m.: , in your answer to question 
'iiuiiiber4"'[ .d above], you saidthatyou had offered to allow the opportunity to come 
see some books, but that she never took you up on that offer. P ease explain what books you 
offered to have her come see and why you made that offer. I'm trying to understand what 
occurred and how a purely professional relationship resulted in the exchange that you 
described. 
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a. Deputy- responded at 1 :49 p.m.: I've been giving away training and self help 
books a:;;;71:at are part of my personal collection. I mentioned that I had more books 
I 'm trying to get rid of and if she was interested to let me know but I never heard from 
her. She took off my hands a series of books several years f or training. 

5. - responded at 1 :59 p.m.: It sounds like you have had a couple exchanges unrelated 
to work. When did you last provide her with a series of books related to training? 

a. Deputy - replied at 2:10 p.m.: They are training related books. My last 
conversation was in late July . I don 't like throwinK away books so I try and Kive them 
away. 

6. - followed-up at 2:38 p.m.: Is - the same person you attempted to hire using 
the Exempt process in July 2021? If so, did you have contact with her about the Director of 
Training and Professional Development at that time? If you had contact with her at that time, 
please indicate the nature of those communications. Those conversations would be a very 
important part of this analysis. Also, they would require contact logs for each such 
communication. 

a. Deputy~eplied on Monday, October 4 at 11 : 15 a.m.: Yes- was a candidate 
to repla"ce'llland no I haven't had any contact with her. 

7. - replied on October 4 at 11:27 a.m.: How did you select her as a candidate when 
you attempted to use the Exempt process? 

a. Deputy - responded at 2:55 p.m.: Just before■ was tenninated, e.."<'.ecutive 
leadershipcled me f or a recommendation to replace and- name came 
to mind. 

8. - concluded the ex-han eon October 4 at 3 :20 p.m.: Because you have already made 
a recommendation to hire , and you appear to have a relationship with her that 
resulted in the gift of self he p oo , I believe that you should recuse yourself from the hiring 
process for Director of Training and Professional Development position. The process should 
be handled by the Director of HR, and you should be screened from any further involvement. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 

a. Deputy- responded at 3:44 p.m.: I agree not to participate in the process. 

Per the Clerk's request, the Director of Training was approved as an Actively Recruited Position 
under the updated Manual. As you know, the Actively Recruited Hiring Process (at Section IV.F.5) states 
that all Conflicts of Interest will be handled pursuant to the procedure included in the General Hiring 
Process. The Manual defines a Conflict of Interest as: "A situation in which impartiality and judgment may 
be compromised or may appear to be compromised because of an actual or potential inconsistency between 
a person's self-interest and their professional or public interest." Section IV.D.9 of the General Hiring 
Process describes the required Conflict of Interest reporting and inquiry procedures as follows: 
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No individual or entity subject to the provision of this Policy Manual, including Clerk's Office 
Employees, recruiting consultants, vendors, or other third-party contractors, may be materially 
involved with (i.e. conducting non-clerical tasks) or influence any Hiring process or decision, 
where that individual or entity has a Conflict of Interest. If at any time an Employee who is 
materially involved with a Hiring process or decision, realizes that they have a potential Conflict 
of Interest, or discovers that any other Employee has had, or currently has, a personal or 
professional relationship with an Applicant, prospective Applicant or Candidate, that Employee 
must immediately notify the Chief Ethics Officer, in writing .. .. The Chief Ethics Officer will 
provide the CCCA a copy of the same within one business day ofreceipt. The Chief Ethics Officer 
will determine whether the relationship rises to the level of a Conflict of Interest and what 
restrictions (if any) shall be placed on the Employee's continued involvement in the Employment 
Action. The Chief Ethics Officer and Legal Counsel shall communicate his or her determination to 
the Deputy Clerk of Human Resources and CCCA in writing. If the Chief Ethics Officer determines 
that a Conflict of Interest exists, the Chief Ethics Officer shall include in the written decision any 
restrictions on the involvement of the conflicted Employee or whether the conflicted Employee 
must be removed from the hiring process . ... All documentation concerning a Conflict of Interest 
disclosure and deliberation shall be included in the Posting File. The Chief Ethics Officer or Deputy 
Clerk of HR/Deputy Chief of Staff and Labor Counsel will ensure that the CCCA is provided the 
opportunity to monitor all deliberations concerning a potential Conflict of Interest in accordance 
with this Hiring Policy. 

CCCA Concerns 

The CCCA has the following concerns with how Deputy - disclosed her prior interactions 
and relationship with- : 

• First, Deputy- • initial October I email to--only noted that "someone I've worked 
with in the past 1s on the list" and then she iden~ttachment that the Applicant was. 
- - The Deputy Clerk of HR knows the process the Chief Ethics Officer undergoes to determme 
: ther an employee should be recused from a hiring process (she went through this very process 
in August 2021 and was recused from the LOA Coordinator hirin- ocess as a result). 
Neverth~ ovided next to no information about how she knew in her initial 
email to ..... The Deputy Clerk of HR should be much more forthcommg om the start. 

• After Deputy- ' initial disclosure, she and- engaged several back-and-forth emails 
on October I during which--asked her numerous questions about her prior interactions 
with . What alarm~ A was that it was not until the tenth email that the issue of 
Deputy ' attempt to hire for the same exact position a few months prior was 
raised. (See No. 6 aiiove . Further, 1t was , not Deputy , who raised the issue. At 
no point in Deputy ' initial disclosure nor miir res onses to 's many questions 
did she volunteer at s e had attempted to hire into this same position three months 
prior. For the Deputy Clerk of HR not to recognize e lillportance of this information in the Chief 
Ethics Officer's inquiry strains credulity and suggests that Deputy ~ as intentionally 
withholding the information. We believe further inquiry as to why Depu~initially omitted 
that information is warranted. 

• Given Deputy- · attempt to hire- on June 24 (see a~ we believe a crucial piece 
of information was whether she had any communications with - regarding the Director of 
Training position before and/or after June 24. This information 1s particularly relevant because 
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Deputy- acknowledged having contact with- in "late July" (while the job description 
and postmg were being amended, we note) but d~ that single contact as happenstance and 
related to an offer from Deputy--o ive - some training-related books. (See 3.d 

. Over the course of multi le emru s etween October 1 and October 4 where 

-

Based on her responses, Deputy seems to deny having any additional contacts with 

extract details of Deputy ' attempt to hire--in June, Depu asserte 
she hadn't had any contact with while attempti~ her, but rather 's name 

I
. l "came to mind." (See 6 an 7 a ove.) She did not provide any additiona etai s and 

1 
did not press her for any. What is missing from her explanation is how she obtained 

resume in or around June 2021 before (we assume) circulating iilinternall and eventu y 
tting it to the CCCA for consideration on June 24. Also, given De u ' June 24 cover 

email to the CCCA noted that the Clerk's Office was "look[ing] to bring on oard by July 10, 
2021 ," it is difficult to believe that she did not have any communication w1 - regarding 
the Director of Training position in June 2021 as her October 4 ema~ esented. We believe 
these questions require direct and clear responses - both from Deputy- as well as from■ •• 

• Deputy - ' attempt to hire in June appears to contrast with her assertions in her 
October 1 responsive emails to Specifically, her answer to question 3c above (that 
she had no information that wou assist m a hire determination) is contradicted by the glowing 
endorsement she provided of- •s qualifications in her June 24 cover email to the CCCA. 
Accordingly, her October 1 contention that she had not acquired any information about
that would assist her in determining whether to hire her is not accurate. 

• Finally, given-•s inquiry into the attempt to hire-- as- xem twas not a part of 
his initial questioiiiiig,'(aiid because was not copi~ puty 's correspondence 
regardin- e hire attempt) we are c!!l!y communications occurr on or around October 1 
to alert to Deputy ' attempt to hire - in June 2021. Given the Conflict
of-Interest Po icy requires the.f Ethics Officer to "ensure that the CCCA is provided the 

•

rtunity to monitor all deliberations concerning. a potential Conflict of In .. terest," we re uest. 
to identify how he became aware of Deputy - • prior attempt to hire ~ 

rrm whether he had any communications or discussions regarding this matter outs1 e of the 
October 1 and 4 email thread on which he copied the CCCA. 

The Deputy Clerk of Human Resources is a critical Employee in ensuring the Clerk's Office's 
ability to effectively implement its policies and procedures. HR is "primarily responsible for implementing 
the hiring policies and procedures of the Clerk's Office . .. " (revised Manual at Section IV.B.9), and the 
Deputy Clerk of HR is identified in the revised Manual as one of the individuals with input in interpreting 
the Manual's provisions in :furtherance of "the principles of transparency and implementation and 
enforcement of pro-active and transparent employment-related policies and procedures that will prevent 
and eliminate discrimination, including Unlawful Political Discrimination." (Section ill.E). Accordingly, 
the Deputy Clerk of HR should be held to the highest standard regarding Manual compliance. In that regard, 
we believe that Deputy - fell short of that standard of transpare- c here. Not only should Deputy 

have disclosed he~ ete knowledge of and experiences with voluntarily, but she should 
!!ave identified the Conflict of Interest and self-recused in accordarice w1 er inherent responsibilities 
as Deputy Clerk of HR as well as Section ill.Z.4 of the revised Manual: "If an Employee has any Conflict 
of Interest, the Employee must recuse themselves from any Employment Action and inform the Chief Ethics 
Officer immediately." Not only did Deputy - fail to identify the conflict, but in response to■ 
- •s direct question of whether she belie'~ t a conflict existed and her removal from the process 
warranted, Deputy- responded, "My contact with- has always been purely professional and 
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would continue to be so." A response such as this demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the 
responsibilities of Deputy Clerk of HR. 

Section III.Z.4 also details that "Conflicts of Interest will be investigated by the Chief Ethics 
Officer." As described above, we have serious questions regarding the veracity of the statements-e u 
-made to-- throughout his inquiry into the potential Conflict of Interest regarding 
As you aware, '~gly or willfully providing false information during (an investigation by e C e 
Ethics Officer) is a Major Cause Infraction. (V.D.2.s) 

Lastly, given the concerns noted above, we reviewed the process by which the Director of Training 
and Professional Development Job Description was finalized before posting and, based on our observations, 
question whether edits proposed by Deputy were intended to boost ~ventual 
candidacy. On July 30, one month after Deputy unsuccessfully attempted t~ as the 
Director of Training when she thought it was an Exempt Position, she provided the CCCA with proposed 
edits to the Job Description in anti~n of posting the position as Actively Recruited. We note the 
following edits proposed by Deputy-: 

• She changed the education Minimum Qualification from "Bachelor's degree in Business 
Administration, Human Resources, Communications, Organizational Psychology or other related 
field," to a simpler "Bachelor's degree" without any specified fields. 

• She reduced the Minimum Qualification of "full time experience in Human Resources" from I 0 
years to five years. 

• She added the Minimum Qualification of"Proficient with Microsoft Office- Word, Excel, Teams, 
Outlook, SharePoint." 

• She also deleted the following Preferred Qualifications: 

o Possession of a master 's degree in Business Administration, Human Resources, 
Communications, Organizational Psychology, or other related field from an accredited 
institution. 

o Fifteen (15) years of full-time work experience in Human Resources. 

o Ten (10) years of work experience in Training and Development 

o Seven (7) years of demonstrated work experience in content creation and curricula and program 
development 

o One (I) year working in a union environment and/or governmental agency. 

• Finally, she added two narrow Preferred Qualifications: (I) One year of experience with Learning 
Management System (LMS) and (2) Previous County experience working with unions and exempt 
and double exempt employees." 

Each one of the above changes strengthened - •s eligibility and/or eventual candidacy for the 
Director of Training and Professional Development position: 
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• ’s bachelor’s degree is in biological sciences (which would not have qualified under the 
previous job description as biological sciences is not a field related to Business Administration, 
Human Resources, Communications or Organizational Psychology).  
 

•  clearly does not possess 10 years of experience in Human Resources, but she does have 
close to five years of experience in Human Resources via her employment with BHR.  
 

•  did not list proficiency with the required Microsoft software in the resume provided on 
June 24 (when it was not required) but did list each of the programs on the resume submitted with 
her application pursuant to the Actively Recruited posting. 
 

• The deletion of the Preferred Qualifications of a master’s degree and 15 years of experience in 
Human Resources benefited  as she does not possess these Preferred Qualifications.  
 

• When viewed in conjunction with the Preferred Qualifications that were added, even the deletion 
of three Preferred Qualifications that  most likely possesses (10 years of Training and 
Development experience, seven years of content creation and one year in a union environment) 
worked to ’s benefit.  The deleted Preferred Qualifications are more likely to be possessed by 
a wider range of Applicants, whereas the narrower Preferred Qualifications that were added can 
only be obtained by a County Employee, most efficiently by one working in Human Resources, 
such as .  

We believe it is important that Deputy explain her rationale for the above edits to the job description 
and confirm whether any edits were made with ’s qualifications in mind. 

 
Based on the discrepancies and remaining questions noted above, further inquiry into this matter is 

warranted. We recommend a collaborative approach between the Clerk and the CCCA to obtain answers to 
the outstanding questions and resolve the discrepancies. As this is a time-sensitive matter concerning an 
ongoing hiring process, please let us know a time in the coming week when you can discuss our concerns.   

 
 

Sincerely, 

Matthew D. Pryor 
Counsel to the Compliance Administrator 
 
Cc: Cardelle Spangler 
 Adam Vaught 
 Shelley Bethune 
 Brian Hays 
 Anthony Drew 
 Crystal Xiong 

 
 

 
  
  
 

-
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